Objectives: Patellar maltracking has been traditionally difficult to assess due to its dynamic component. Unlike the assessment of malalignment, which relies on static radiographic measurements, maltracking is a dynamic phenomenon described subjectively with the J sign. The advent of dynamic, kinematic computed tomographic imaging (DKCT) has allowed for the dynamic assessment of the patellofemoral joint. We used DKCT to visualize and quantify patterns of patellar maltracking and correlated these findings with the presence or absence of symptoms of patellar instability. Methods: 76 knees in 38 subjects were analyzed using DKCT. Measurements of bisect offset at 10° intervals of knee flexion were performed for each knee during active flexion/extension cycles. Patterns in bisect offset were assessed and graded in terms of 1, 2 or 3 quadrants of lateral patellar motion, based on 75-100, 100-125, and >125% bisect offset. The presence or absence of symptomatic patellar instability were recorded for each knee, and ratios of patients with symptoms were calculated for J sign tracking patterns of grades 1, 2 and 3. Differences in ratios between Grades 1, 2 and 3 were calculated using chi squared analysis. Results: 76 knees were available for analysis, of which 51 had symptomatic patellar instability. 9 knees demonstrated normal patterns of tracking. 58 knees demonstrated increased lateral translation in extension. 7 knees showed persistent lateralization of the patella throughout range of motion, and 2 knees showed increased translation in flexion. In the 58 knees that showed maximal lateral translation in extension (J sign), the J sign was graded as 1(N=24), 2 (N=20) and 3 (N=14). The sensitivities of J sign grades in predicting patellar instability were 45.8% (J1), 80% (J2), and 92.9% (J3) (p<0.01), with statistically significant differences between Grades 1 and 2/3 (0=0.018). Conclusion: On DKCT imaging, we noted additional patterns of patellar maltracking besides the standard J sign. Of those with maltracking in extension (J sign), Grade 2 and 3 J signs with > 2 quadrants of patellar lateralization in extension were predictive of symptomatic patellar instability. Further understanding of patellar maltracking patterns can provide the clinician with information regarding the pathoanatomy and pathophysiology of patellar instability, and allow us to better plan for surgical stabilization.
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